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We estimate the triplet-singlet relaxation time due to spin-orbit coupling assisted by phonon emission in
weakly confined quantum dots. Calculations are performed taking into account Coulomb and spin-orbit inter-
actions exactly within the full configuration interaction method, and Fermi golden rule. Our results for two and
four electrons show that different triplet-singlet relaxation trends observed in recent experiments under mag-
netic fields can be understood within a unified theoretical description, as the result of the competition between
spin-orbit coupling and phonon emission efficiency. Moreover, we show that properly designed QD structures
may give access to very long-lived triplet states as well as to selective population of the triplet Zeeman
sublevels.
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Semiconductor quantum dots �QDs� are called to play a
central role in the emerging field of spintronics, because their
zero-dimensional confinement constitutes an optimal envi-
ronment to manipulate the spin of bound electrons.1 Under-
standing the spin relaxation in these structures is of utmost
interest for their eventual use in practical devices. This has
triggered a large number of experimental works in the last
few years, where two main classes of spin transitions have
been investigated, namely the spin-flip between single-
electron Zeeman sublevels2 and the triplet-singlet �TS� tran-
sition in QDs with an even number of electrons.3–6 Remark-
ably, while the former systems have received much
theoretical attention,2,7 the understanding of the latter is still
rather limited. In particular, the TS relaxation due to spin-
orbit �SO� coupling—which is often the dominant spin relax-
ation mechanism in semiconductor QDs—has only briefly
been addressed in two-electron QDs,8,9 and many relevant
features observed in experiments remain uncomprehended.

One such case is the role of an external magnetic field:
experimental measurements away from the TS anticrossings
suggest that the influence of axial fields on the spin relax-
ation is fairly weak,3,4 in strong contrast with the single-
electron case.2 Besides, in the vicinity of the TS anticrossing,
both increased4 and decreased5 relaxation times have been
reported. In this context, a coherent picture describing the
effect of an axial magnetic field on the TS spin relaxation
time is on demand.

In this work, we study the TS spin relaxation due to SO
coupling in circular QDs with weak lateral confinement.
Acoustic phonon emission, assisted by SO interaction, has
been shown to be the dominant relaxation mechanism in this
kind of QDs when cotunneling and nuclei-mediated relax-
ation are reduced.2,4 We show that the current experimental
evidence3–5 can be reconciled within a unified picture, where
the field dependence of the relaxation time is determined by
the interplay between SO coupling and phonon emission ef-
ficiency. Furthermore, we show that such interplay can be
tailored in order to obtain improved spin lifetimes.

In weakly confined QDs, correlation effects may strongly
influence charge and spin excitations. This can be particu-
larly important in the four-electron system, where exchange
and correlation terms may be comparable to quantum con-

finement energies.10,20 Our method of choice is then the full
configuration interaction �FCI�.11 The single-electron states
are calculated within the effective mass approximation for a
typical GaAs/AlGaAs QD, with confinement potential
V�r�=Vz�z�+1/2m*�0

2�x2+y2�, Vz�z� representing the �finite�
vertical confinement of a quantum well of thickness W, ��0
being the single-electron energy spacing of a lateral two-
dimensional harmonic trap, and m* the effective mass. The
lateral confinement is much weaker than the vertical one, and
a magnetic field, B, is applied along z. Under these condi-
tions, the low-lying single-electron states are well described
by the product of Fock-Darwin spectrum and the lowest
eigenstate of the quantum well.12 The few-electron states are
then written as ��i�=� jcji�� j�, where the Slater determi-
nants, �� j�=��j

c�j

† �0�, are obtained by filling in the single-
electron spin-orbitals � with N electrons in all possible ways
�c�

†�0� creates an electron in level ��. The fully interacting
Hamiltonian is numerically diagonalized, exploiting orbital
and spin symmetries.11 The single-electron levels � can be
classified by their radial quantum number n=0,1. . ., azi-
muthal angular momentum m=0, ±1. . ., and spin sz= ↑ ,↓. In
turn, the few-electron states can be labeled by the total azi-
muthal angular momentum M, total spin S, its z-projection
Sz, and by the number N=0,1 , . . . indexing the energy order.

We introduce the SO coupling via the linear Rashba �SIA�
and Dresselhaus �BIA� terms, HSIA and HBIA, respectively.13

For a quantum well grown along the �001� direction, these
terms can be written as14 HSIA= �

i� ��+sz
−−�−sz

+� and
HBIA= �

� ��+sz
++�−sz

−�, where � and � are the SIA and BIA
interaction coefficients for the sample under study. �± and sz

±

are ladder operators, which change m and sz by one unit,
respectively. Since the few-electron M and Sz quantum num-
bers are given by the algebraic sum of their single-electron
counterparts, SIA mixes �M ,Sz� states with �M ±1,Sz	1�
ones, and BIA mixes �M ,Sz� states with �M ±1,Sz±1� ones.

We diagonalize the SO terms on a basis of few-electron
correlated states.15 In the general case the SIA and BIA
terms break S, Sz, and M symmetries. However, for GaAs
QDs, SO coupling is but a small perturbation and the quan-
tum numbers S, Sz, and M are approximately conserved ex-
cept in the vicinity of the anticrossing regions.8,16 Thus, we
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will still use them for clarity of the discussion. We estimate
the relaxation rate at zero temperature due to acoustic pho-
non emission using Fermi golden rule:


b→a
−1 =

2�

�
�
�q
	�

ij

cbi
* caj
�i�V�q�� j�	2

��Eb − Ea − ��q� ,

�1�

where the SO coupled few-electron states have been written
as linear combinations of correlated states ��i�. V�q is the
interaction operator of an electron with a phonon of momen-
tum q via deformation potential ��=DP� or piezoelectric
field ��=PZ� interaction. Eb, Ea, and ��q stand for the en-
ergy of the initial and final electron state and of the phonon,
respectively.17 Note that piezoelectric field scattering, which
was neglected in related works,8 is actually dominant when
the phonon energy is small,7,17 so that it provides the main
contribution to the relaxation in the interesting regions of TS
anticrossings. GaAs material parameters are used in the
calculations,17 along with a Landé factor g=−0.44.

We start our discussion with the two-electron case �see
Fig. 1�. We use a typical value of the BIA coefficient for
a GaAs QD, �=25 meV Å, and a SIA coefficient �
=5 meV Å, as induced by a small asymmetry of the quantum
well. The low-lying singlet state and the excited triplet state
with three Zeeman sublevels are shown in Fig. 1�a�. With
increasing magnetic field, the singlet anticrosses with all trip-
let sublevels. The anticrossing energy gap is very small
��eV�, as expected for GaAs QDs,3 and it is particularly

small for the Sz=0 triplet sublevel. This is because the BIA
�SIA� mixes the singlet with the triplet Sz=−1�+1� sublevel,
but does not mix states with �Sz=0, which, therefore, takes
place only indirectly through higher-lying states. Figure 1�b�
illustrates the expectation value 
Sz� of the four lowest-lying
levels around the TS anticrossing. One can see that SO in-
teraction barely affects the spin quantum numbers except in a
narrow magnetic field range around the anticrossings.8

In Fig. 2 we analyze the relaxation time from the three
lowest excited to the ground state of the two-electron QD.
The left-hand �right-hand� panel corresponds to structures
without �with� SIA. It is found that the relaxation time first
decreases slowly with the magnetic field, and then it
suddenly increases in the anticrossing region �B
�2.25–3.25 T�.18 Note that the rather weak dependence
with the field before the anticrossing agrees well with TS
relaxation measurements in Refs. 3 and 4, the decreased re-
laxation time before the anticrossing has been reported in
Ref. 5, and the peak in the anticrossing region can be asso-
ciated with the long triplet lifetimes for eight-electron QDs
with small TS energy splittings.4

The general trends described above can be explained by
the opposite effect of the magnetic field on the SO mixing
and the phonon emission efficiency. On the one hand, as the
TS energy splitting decreases, SO interaction couples the
states more efficiently, favoring spin relaxation. On the other
hand, the phonon energy decreases, reducing the efficiency
of the electron-phonon interaction. The latter effect, which
follows from the different orbital quantum numbers of the
initial and final electron states, occurs at a rate that is deter-
mined by the ratio between the acoustic phonon wavelength
and the dimensions of the QD.7,17,19 For usual weakly con-
fined QDs, the effect of the magnetic field on the SO inter-
action and phonon emission turns out to be mostly of similar
magnitude, which explains the weak changes of the relax-
ation time. At the anticrossing point, in spite of the fact that
SO mixing becomes very important �see Fig. 1�b��, the pho-
non energy is so small �few eV� that the spin relaxation is
strongly suppressed. It is worth pointing out that this result,
consistent with recent experiments,4,22 is opposed to previous
claims in the literature, where maximum relaxation rate was
predicted at the anticrossing point.8

As stated before, the dimensions of the QD are known to
play an important role in determining the phonon emission
efficiency.7,17,19 One could specifically design QDs whose

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Energy of the four lowest-lying states
�N� of a two-electron QD with W=10 nm and ��0=4 meV as a
function of the magnetic field. �b� Sz expectation value of the four
lowest energy levels in the region of the singlet-triplet anticrossing.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Spin relaxation time of
the three lowest excited states in a two-electron
QD vs magnetic field. W=10 nm, ��0=4 meV.
The left-hand �right-hand� panel shows the case
without �with� SIA. Note that before the anti-
crossing peak, �N�=1,2 ,3 correspond to the trip-
let sublevels Sz= +1,0 ,−1, respectively. The in-
set shows the relaxation time for a QD with
W=14 nm and ��0=5 meV, the shaded area
highlighting the magnetic field window of geo-
metrically reduced phonon emission �see text�.
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geometry minimizes electron-phonon coupling.9,17 In such a
case, phonon efficiency is no longer balanced with the SO
mixing effect, and then a very different magnetic field depen-
dence of 
s as compared to the usual case may be found. An
example is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2, where the relax-
ation time changes by orders of magnitude with B before
reaching the TS anticrossing �B�4 T�, in contrast to the
weak field dependence of the general case.

An interesting feature in Fig. 2 inset is the peak at
B�0.5 T �shaded area�, which comes from the geometri-
cally induced suppression of the phonon emission occurring
when the quantum well width is a multiple of the phonon
wavelength z projection.17 This feature may give access to
very long-lived triplet states at finite values of the magnetic
field,21 where phonon-induced relaxation is usually the domi-
nant scattering mechanism. Moreover, the peak takes place at
a B value where the initial and final electron states are well-
resolved energetically, which renders this phonon bottleneck
more useful than the one of the TS anticrossing. The position
and depth of this kind of lifetime maxima depend on the QD
height and the emitted phonon energy.17 Therefore, they are
almost independent of the SO interaction in the structure,
which in GaAs has a negligible influence on the phonon
energy.

Next, we focus on the effect of the separate SIA and BIA
contributions over the spin relaxation by comparing the left-
hand and right-hand panels of Fig. 2 in the magnetic field
region before the TS anticrossing. When only BIA terms are
present �left-hand panels�, the singlet mixes directly with the
higher-lying �Sz=−1� Zeeman sublevel of the triplet. As a
result, relaxation from such Zeeman sublevel �dotted-dashed
line� is about two orders of magnitude faster than that from
the Sz=0, +1 sublevels, and it exhibits a stronger depen-
dence on the field. When a small SIA is switched on �right-
hand panels�, direct mixing of the singlet with the triplet
Sz= +1 sublevel is enabled. This accelerates the relaxation
from this sublevel �dashed line� in one order of magnitude
and introduces a stronger dependence on B. It is worth noting
that the order-of-magnitude damping of the relaxation time
due to the SIA is present away from the anticrossing region,
where the effect of the SO interaction on 
Sz� is barely vis-
ible �see Fig. 1�b��. From the above discussion it follows that
in a magnetic field both SIA and BIA play an important role
in determining the TS spin relaxation time, as opposed to the
well-known single-electron case, where the relaxation is
mainly due to SIA.2 Moreover, we see that the lifetimes of
the triplet Zeeman sublevels may strongly differ depending

on the relative SIA and BIA contributions. This may be use-
ful to selectively populate the triplet sublevels.

We now investigate the TS spin relaxation in a four-
electron QD. The energy spectrum of the lowest-lying triplet
and singlet states in a magnetic field, plotted in Fig. 3�a�, is
very different from that of the two-electron case, but it
closely resembles the one found experimentally for eight-
electron QDs in Ref. 4 �except for the absence of eccentricity
features in the zero field limit23�.

Here, we investigate the spin relaxation time in the region
B�0.3–3 T, where the ground state is a singlet �M =−2�
and the first excited state is a triplet with two possible values
of the angular momentum, depending on the magnetic field:
for B�1 T the angular momentum is M =0, and for B
�1 T it is M =−3. These states are well separated from
higher-lying states, so they might be used as a two-level
system for quantum computation purposes. We compare the
lifetimes of both triplet states in Fig. 3�b�, where the aver-
aged relaxation time of the three Zeeman sublevels are plot-
ted as a function of the singlet-triplet energy splitting, �ST,
with �dashed lines� and without �solid lines� SIA �BIA is
present in both cases�. The qualitative behavior is similar
for both states: the lifetime is roughly constant for �ST
�0.25 meV, and it increases for �ST�0.25 meV. This be-
havior, which is in agreement with the experimental findings
of Ref. 4, can be understood in the same terms of compen-
sation between SO coupling and phonon emission efficiency
as in the two-electron cases studied above. The strong dip of
the M =−3 triplet at �ST�0.15 meV is due to the anticross-
ing of the upper Zeeman sublevel with the M =−4 singlet at
strong magnetic fields �at B�2.8 T in Fig. 3�a��, which
strongly enhances spin relaxation, and it can be related to
similar features detected in experiments.4 For smaller �ST,
though, the small phonon energy again leads to increased
lifetimes.

An important result shown in Fig. 3�b� is that the average
lifetime of the triplets differs by over one order of magnitude
depending on their angular momentum, regardless of the
�here fairly strong� SIA. This is because the M =0 triplet
differs from the M =−2 singlet ground state in two quanta of
angular momentum, and therefore direct SO mixing is not
possible. In contrast, direct mixing is possible for the M
=−3 triplet, and this makes the relaxation much faster. It then
follows that, by using four-electron QDs instead of two-
electron ones, one can use an external magnetic field to se-
lect excited states whose spin transition is “forbidden” even
in the presence of linear SO interaction. This result is con-
sistent with recent measurements, where different lifetimes

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Energy of the four
lowest-lying levels of a four-electron QD as a
function of the magnetic field. The QD has
W=10 nm and ��0=4 meV, �=15 meV Å, and
�=25 meV Å. Arrows are used to indicate the
two different spin transitions we compare. �b� Av-
erage triplet lifetime for the two spin transitions,
as a function of the singlet-triplet energy split-
ting. �=25 meV Å, and solid �dashed� lines are
used for �=0 ��=15� meV Å.
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were observed for triplet states with different orbital quan-
tum numbers.4 However, in the experiment the triplet life-
times changed by a factor of 2 only. The main reason for this
difference is probably the ellipticity of their QDs, which
mixes states with different angular momenta and hence
weakens the efficiency of the �M = ±1 selection rule.

In summary, we have estimated the TS spin relaxation
time due to SO coupling in weakly confined GaAs/AlGaAs
QDs. Experimentally observed trends of TS relaxation in
magnetic fields3–5 are well understood in terms of the com-
peting SO coupling and phonon emission efficiency. Signifi-
cant differences have been found as compared to the well-
known single-electron spin-flip case. We predict very long
triplet lifetimes using QD geometries that lead to suppressed
phonon emission. Improved lifetimes can also be obtained in
four-electron QDs by selecting triplet states which do not
fulfill the �M = ±1 selection rule.

Finally, we mention that, upon completion of this work,
we have learned about parallel experiments which provide

continuous measurements of the spin relaxation time vs mag-
netic field in two-electron QDs, from zero field to the TS
anticrossing point.22 The behavior observed is in qualitative
agreement with that we have predicted in the general case of
Fig. 2, which confirms the combined role of phonon scatter-
ing and spin-orbit mixing described in this paper. Quantita-
tive discrepancies with the experiment may be ascribed to
differences in the QD structural parameters, as well as to the
large SO parameters we use, as compared to those inferred in
the experiment, which greatly enhance spin-orbit mixing and
hence the relaxation rates in our calculations.
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